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Layer 3 and 4+
Managed chassis
- HP ProCurve Routing Switch 9315m (J4874A)
  - 10/100/1000/10 Gigabit
  - 15 open module slots for up to 28 10-GbE, 232 Gigabit, or 672 10/100 ports
- HP ProCurve Routing Switch 9308m (J4138A)
  - 10/100/1000/10 Gigabit
  - 8 open module slots for up to 14 10-GbE, 120 Gigabit, or 336 10/100 ports
- HP ProCurve Routing Switch 9304m (J4139A)
  - 10/100/1000/10 Gigabit
  - 4 open module slots for up to 6 10-GbE, 56 Gigabit, or 144 10/100 ports

Layer 2, 3, and 4
Managed chassis
- HP ProCurve Switch 5372xl (J4848A)
  - 72 10/100 ports
  - 5 open module slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 5304xl-32G (J8166A)
  - 28 10/100/1000 ports
  - 4 dual-personality ports
  - 2 open module slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 5308xl-48G (J8167A)
  - 42 10/100/1000 ports
  - 6 dual-personality ports
  - 5 open module slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 5348xl (J4849A)
  - 48 10/100 ports
  - 2 open module slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 5304xl (J4850A)
  - Same chassis as 5348xl
  - 4 open module slots

Managed stackables
- HP ProCurve Switch 2848 (J4904A)
  - 44 10/100/1000 ports
  - 4 dual-personality ports
- HP ProCurve Switch 2650 (J4902A)
  - 48 10/100 ports
  - 2 dual-personality ports
- HP ProCurve Switch 6108 (J4902A)
  - 6 10/100/1000 ports
  - 2 dual-personality ports
- HP ProCurve Switch 4160gl (J8152A)
  - 60 10/100/1000 ports
  - 6 mini-GBIC slots
  - 5 open module slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 4104gl (J4858A)
  - Same chassis as the 4160gl
  - 4 open module slots
- Power over Ethernet
  - HP ProCurve Switch 2626-PWR (J8164A)
    - 24 10/100 ports
    - 2 dual-personality ports
    - IEEE 802.3af compliant for PoE
- HP ProCurve Switch 2650-PWR (J8165A)
  - 48 10/100 ports
  - 2 dual-personality ports
  - IEEE 802.3af compliant for PoE

Layer 2 and 3*
Managed chassis
- HP ProCurve Switch 4108gl (J4865A)
  - Same chassis as the 4160gl
  - 8 open module slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 2824 (J4903A)
  - 20 10/100/1000 ports
  - 4 dual-personality ports
- HP ProCurve Switch 2626 (J4902A)
  - 24 10/100 ports
  - 2 dual-personality ports
- HP ProCurve Switch 2524 (J4813A)
  - 24 10/100 ports
  - 2 open transceiver slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 2512 (J4812A)
  - 12 10/100 ports
  - 2 open transceiver slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 4000m (J4110A)
  - Same chassis as 4000m
  - 10 open module slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 5372xl (J4848A)
  - 72 10/100 ports
  - 5 open module slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 5308xl (J4819A)
  - Same chassis as 5372xl
  - 8 open module slots

Unmanaged stacks
- HP ProCurve Switch 2724 (J4897A)
  - 24 10/100/1000 ports
- HP ProCurve Switch 2708 (J4898A)
  - 8 10/100/1000 ports
- HP ProCurve Switch 2124 (J4868A)
  - 24 10/100 ports
  - 1 open transceiver slot for 100-FX
- HP ProCurve Switch 2324 (J4818A)
  - 24 10/100 ports
  - 2 open transceiver slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 2312 (J4817A)
  - 12 10/100 ports
  - 2 open transceiver slots
- HP ProCurve Switch 408 (J4097B)
  - 8 10/100 ports

* Basic IP routing

Actual product appearance may differ slightly. Some products are shown with optional transceivers or modules installed.
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Secure, mobile, multi-service networks

**Mobile LAN products**

**Access points**

- HP ProCurve Wireless Access Point 520wl (J8133A)
  - 802.1X port-based access control
  - 16 VLANs and SSID support
  - Simultaneously supports 802.11 b/g and a**
  - Unauthorized access point detection
  - WiFi Protected Access

- HP ProCurve Access Controller 720wl (J8153A)
  - Secure, scalable connectivity between wireless clients and wired network
  - Enforces authentication, access rights, and data encryption
  - Up to 12 wireless access points
  - Used with the 740wl or 760wl
  - Centralized security configuration and user policy management
  - Secure uninterrupted subnet roaming
  - Supports thousands of wireless users within a domain
  - Used with the 720wl

- HP ProCurve Access Control Server 740wl (J8154A)
  - Designed for minimal visual impact
  - Available as an upgrade for 720wl and 740wl

**Secure access**

- HP ProCurve Access Controller 720wl (J8153A)
  - Secure, scalable connectivity between wireless clients and wired network
  - Enforces authentication, access rights, and data encryption
  - Up to 12 wireless access points
  - Used with the 740wl or 760wl
  - Centralized security configuration and user policy management
  - Secure uninterrupted subnet roaming
  - Supports thousands of wireless users within a domain
  - Used with the 720wl

- HP ProCurve Integrated Access Manager 760wl (J8155A)
  - For smaller networks or remote offices
  - Combines functionality of 720wl and 740wl

**External access point antennas**

- HP ProCurve 6 dBi indoor/outdoor omnidirectional antenna (J8441A)
  - Enables campus-wide indoor/outdoor coverage

- HP ProCurve 6 dBi indoor/outdoor directional antenna (J8443A)
  - Designed for minimal visual impact
  - Flexible installation for precise control of radio signal characteristics
  - Two patch antennas in same enclosure

- HP ProCurve 6.5 dBi indoor/outdoor directional diversity antenna (J8445A)
  - Flexible installation for precise control of radio signal characteristics

- HP ProCurve 14 dBi yagi antenna (J8448A)
  - High gain directional antenna for deploying 2.4 GHz point-to-point wireless bridging
  - Can be used for long narrow coverage environments

**Network management**

- HP ProCurve Manager
  - Included in-box with all manageable devices
  - A Windows®-based network management solution
  - Multivendor network support

- HP ProCurve Manager Plus (J8172A)
  - A complete, Windows-based network management solution with basic and advanced management features
  - Available as an upgrade for HP ProCurve Manager

- HP ProCurve Network Management for OV-UX (J3250P)
  - An HP ProCurve network management solution that integrates directly into HP OpenView Network Node Manager for HP-UX

- HP ProCurve Network Management for OV-NT (J4869B)
  - An HP ProCurve network management solution that integrates directly into HP OpenView Network Node Manager for Windows NT®

**Services and support**

- Industry-leading warranty
  - Lifetime coverage (one year for 9300m and 700wl series products) with next-business-day advance replacement in most locations
  - Worldwide telephone assistance
  - Free telephone support during HP business hours

- Web support
  - Free software updates
  - Proactive e-mail notification of software releases
  - Free technical product support via e-mail

- HP ProCurve Design Center
  - Free comprehensive network design and configuration services
  - Multivendor network support
  - Network management support
  - Network fault isolation

- HP Care Packs
  - Onsite service
  - 24 x 7 phone support
  - Installation and configuration

**To learn more, visit**

www.hp.com/go/hpprocurve
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